ABSTRACT Fingerprint-based indoor localization has become one of the most attractive and promising techniques, and however, one primary concern for this technology to be fully practical is to maintain the fingerprint database to combat harsh indoor environmental dynamics, especially for the large-scale and long-term deployment. In this paper, focusing on room localization, we first analyze the effect of different factors on indoor location accuracy, then propose an integrity check algorithm and a fuzzy map mechanism in response to network changes accurately and timely, and then design an accuracy check algorithm and a regional adaptive periodic update approach to update the fingerprint database effectively when an environment changes. Meanwhile, we design the active static data collecting mechanism and the active pin data collecting mechanism to ensure the accuracy and reliability of fingerprints newly captured and reduce the overhead on mobile devices significantly. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed solution improves the performance of updating the fingerprint database in real time and robustness and maintains the location accuracy over 95% no matter how the indoor environmental changes; meanwhile, it also reduces energy efficiency imposed on the mobile phones by over 50%.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the growing deployment of Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) in indoor environments and the widespread use of mobile devices such as mobile phones, WLAN-based fingerprinting indoor localization has become one of the most attractive techniques and been intensively researched in both academia and industry [1] - [3] . The mostly used fingerprint is based on the received signal strength indicators (RSSIs) from the access points (APs) of WLANs due to their wide deployment and availability.
Typically, the methods consist of an offline phase followed by an online phase [1] . In the off-line phase, a fingerprint database is built to fingerprint the surrounding signatures at every location in the areas of interests. In the on-line phase, the location is estimated by mapping the measured fingerprints against the database. Meanwhile depending on how the static fingerprint database is built, these approaches can be classified into deterministic techniques and probabilistic
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techniques. Generally the probabilistic methods have the higher accuracy, but the deterministic algorithms are better fit for use in the mobile computing due to its simplicity and real-time, therefore the focus is drawn to the deterministic algorithms in this paper.
However, it remains a challenge to provide the users with an accurate, real-time and robust location estimation. One key limitation of existing techniques is how to maintain the fingerprint database to combat harsh indoor environmental dynamics. It is well-known that the RSSI is vulnerable to various dynamics in indoor environments, including network changes such as the removal of any existing APs and the installation of new APs, and environment interferences like variations of temperature, light, humidity and weather conditions. As a consequence, the fingerprint database may gradually deteriorate or even break down, especially in the large-scale and long-term deployment, leading to grossly inaccurate location estimation. To overcome this problem, in traditional methods, expert surveyors must repeat the site survey, which is labor-intensive and time-consuming.
Motivated by the success of crowd-sourcing-based web sites like Wikipedia [1] , recent approaches focus on shifting the tedious recalibration efforts from professional surveyors to common users [5] . Meanwhile now mobile phones possess powerful computing, communicating, and sensing capability, and act as an increasingly important information interface between humans and environments [6] . Therefore as a new collaborative paradigm that leverages the power of tens of thousands of participants to accomplish one specific task, the adoption of crowd-sourcing technique is a rising trend among the recent efforts in indoor localization [6] - [17] . In these methods, the expert survey is replaced by some individual end-users, and a large amount of newly collected data, distributed at different points, can be naturally gathered into one or multiple stationary hotspots, which offer more robust fingerprints. Therefore, room localization, identifying which room an occupant is in, thereby providing valuable insights in indoor localization. However, new challenges have been raised: 1) Existing methods are often update the whole database periodically or update parts of database by receiving user feedback. These practices neglect the effect of different factors on location accuracy, which decrease the accuracy and the real-time capability of database. How to update the fingerprint database in response to all different kinds of changes in indoor environments reasonably and accurately is challenging. 2) Different from the experts, end-users don't know exactly how to collect the fingerprints, they simply record RSSI signals detected, therefore the overhead on users' devices increases significantly and the number of fingerprints provided is high but the quality varies greatly, How to obtain exact new fingerprints efficiently is challenging. 3) Different from the fingerprints collected at fixed reference points (RPs) in expert survey, the location information of fingerprints from end-users is determined by user feedback or sensor measurements, which will also causes problems such as poor accuracy, malicious interference, complex computes and so on. How to obtain perfect locations of these points automatically is challenging. In response to these challenges, in this paper we propose an effective fingerprint database updating method without the explicit participation of users or complex computes. And the main contributions are as follows:
1) Based on the observation that different kinds of changes have different effects on location estimation, we propose the fuzzy map mechanism in response to network changes in real time. Meanwhile we design the regional adaptive periodic update approach in response to environmental changes reasonably. 2) We design the active static data collecting mechanism and the active pin data collecting mechanism to enable the end-users to collect fingerprints efficiently, which ensure the accuracy and reliability of fingerprints newly captured and reduce the overhead on mobile devices significantly. 3) Considering it is often difficult to determine the location information of new fingerprints directly, we switch our mindset to update the database when it is still correct, then the location information of new fingerprints is easily calculated by existing location algorithms. And for this we propose the integrity check algorithm and accuracy check algorithm to monitor all the changes in indoor environments accurately in real time. We have evaluated our methods by conducting experiments in some real-world indoor wireless environments. The results show that our methods can significantly improve the performance of updating the fingerprint database in real time and robustness, and obtain a good balance between update frequency and location accuracy. In our test environments compared with existing approaches our methods maintains the location accuracy over 95% no matter how the indoor environmental changes, meanwhile it also reduces energy efficiency imposed on the mobile phones by over 50%.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly summarizes various previous works and analyses the characteristics of RSSI. Section 3 discusses the database update process for network changes. Section 4 presents the update process for environment changes. Section 5 evaluates the proposed techniques. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and gives directions for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we first summarize the approaches proposed for fingerprint database updating in recent years, then further investigate the static and dynamic characteristics of RSSI in indoor environments and extract some useful conclusions for subsequent design.
A. CROWD-SOURCING-BASED UPDATING TECHNIQUES
To maintain the fingerprint database, traditional methods need to conduct a site survey and update the database, once the indoor environment changes, however, is time-consuming and labor-intensive. Moreover it is often difficult to judge effectively whether the indoor environments changes, for simplicity in practice the fingerprint database is simply updated periodically.
Some researchers [6] - [17] have demonstrated the feasibility of the fingerprint database updating by crowd-sourcing and thus reduce fingerprint calibration effort. In this participatory sensing way, the crowd-sourcing technique can not only help saving costs, but also enable adaptive database update when environment changes. However, it still has many limitations.
First, it will be very difficult and impractical to repeat the survey procedure all over again every time the environments change, and actually the researches about how to execute the updating procedure are scant. Some studies [18] simply update the fingerprint database periodically, which is cost-prohibitive and time-consuming, moreover the update VOLUME 7, 2019 frequency is difficult to be identified, too fast update frequency will increase workloads and too slow update frequency will reduce location accuracy. Other studies [8] - [14] update part of the fingerprint database in accordance with fingerprints newly captured, as described above the location information of new fingerprints is determined by user collaboration or sensor measurements, which will also cause problems such as poor accuracy, malicious interference, complex computes and so on, moreover it is difficult to obtain a good balance among update frequency , location accuracy and workload.
Second, it is difficult to satisfy the real-time and accuracy requirement of new fingerprints collected by end-users. In general, end-users don't know exactly how to collect the fingerprints, they simply record RSSI signals detected, and therefore it brings many potential problems: 1) the number of fingerprints collected is high but the quality varies greatly. 2) the nonuniform distribution in time and space of new fingerprints is another important problem to be solved, which will causes more problems such as certain fingerprints are updated too often but other parts are completely ignored. 3) the convergence time of database usually is long, and the overhead on users' devices increases significantly. To improve the accuracy of fingerprints, some researches [6] , [9] collect fingerprints in stationary occupancy hotspots, however they need some complex algorithms to determine the location information of fingerprints. Besides, some score mechanisms [8] , [11] are introduced to improve the real-time and accuracy of new fingerprints, they are turned out to be effective in some situations, but they are too simple to cover various situations in reality. Moreover now available research on the nonuniform distribution and the convergence time of new fingerprints is scant.
Finally, it is difficult to determine the location information of fingerprints collected by end-users. In fact, within a room human activities are highly nonuniform, and one or multiple stationary occupancy hotspots typically exist [9] , therefore room localization, which identifies the room a person or mobile phone is in, is applied much more to indoor localization crowd-sourcing-based. According to the pattern of user participation, the updating techniques can be classified into two categories: active and passive crowd-sourcing. Active crowd-sourcing updating requires the contributor to explicitly bind the fingerprints newly captured with the recognized localization. However, these practices need users to know their location information exactly, and will cause problems such as poor accuracy and real-time performance, malicious interference and so on, moreover it might be too intrusive to some users with undesirable interruptions. Passive crowdsourcing on the other hand does not need user intervention for fingerprint annotation. Inertial sensors (INSs) are commonly used in passive crowd-sourcing, and their readings are simultaneously recorded with the RSSI measurements [6] . Movement trajectories can be extracted from sensor measurements, which are then matched to physical indoor routes for fingerprint annotation [7] . However, there are still some practical flaws, for instance, it is difficult to trace the trajectory of user precisely and simply for user behavior is unconstrained and the noise of the INSs in complex indoor environments.
B. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF RSSI
In this subsection, on the basis of others' researches we investigate some easily overlooked but dramatically useful characteristics of RSSI in indoor environments [4] , [24] - [26] .
First, statistics show that within a room, the percentage of static time can surprisingly exceed 80% [24] for most users and one or multiple stationary hotspots typically exist, such as the couch area in a living room, cashier desk in a store, and desks in an office. Leveraging the mobile phones carried by users, more data are naturally collected from these places, offering more robust fingerprints for a room. Meanwhile indoor environments are organized into rooms with distinct functionalities. Hence locating a user in a room instead of a specific place might be enough in many applications, as the user can obtain his location within the room through his own vision [17] .
Second, after a period of fluctuation, the average of RSSI changes to stabilize, and the change of RSSI in the sampling points close to the AP is big in the first 10 seconds. This also means that instant RSSI measurements, e.g., those during a moving trace, are insufficient to serve as fingerprints for a location [4] , [25] - [27] . Third, as shown in Fig. 1a , another key observation is that RSSI may encounter a considerable change while the user walking through different rooms (as shown in Fig. 1a ) [4] , [8] , [18] . As a result, such characteristic can be recorded by a walking user and used to distinguish different rooms.
Finally, despite there are many RSSIs information received from different APs detected in a position, recent researches [25] , [26] have shown that they are independent, irrelevant and don't interfere with each other, which can be proved by correlation coefficient functions, as given by
where cov(r i , r j ) is the covariance of the RSSI between ith AP and jth AP, µ is the mean value and σ is the standard deviation, n is the number of sample points. We select seven APs are most widely covered in a building and sampled 50 times from each AP, then compute the correlation coefficient between one AP and others. As shown in Fig. 1b , the result can prove the conclusion above.
C. THE ANALYZATION OF RSSI DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
In this subsection, the dynamic characteristics of RSSI on the indoor location estimation is analyzed on emphasis.
As above, a static fingerprint database may gradually deteriorate or even break down due to setup changes. Here the changes can be categorized as Table 1 below. Then we further investigate the impacts of such changes. As shown in Fig. 2 , we draws some conclusions as follows: 1) Thomas Gallaghe et al. investigate the effect on location accuracy in a changing network environment experimentally [8] . As shown in Figure 2a , when the network changes, such as two new APs are switched on, at first the database does not know about these new APs, hence the accuracy is poor and the server fails to compute a position in a relatively high number of cases, and the result is similar when existing APs are switched off. That is, the location accuracy deteriorates significantly and immediately when the network changes. 2) Chenshu Wu et al. conduct primary measurements to understand the RSSI dynamics over long-term deployment 8]. As shown in Fig.2b , RSSI changes are small within a short term of several days, yet disperse to a considerable scale over a longer term. On the basis of the above studies, we conduct a further detailed analysis conclude that when the environment changes due to some prolonged interferences, such as the changes of light, temperature and humidity, all the RSSIs recorded in this region may fluctuate, and the location accuracy deteriorates gradually. Besides when the environment changes due to some transient interferences, such as moving subjects, door opening and closing, the location accuracy can not be affected through the use of RSSI average value. So, considering different kinds of changes have different effects on location estimation, in this paper focus on room localization we propose two mechanisms of fingerprint database update in response to indoor network and environment changes respectively. The specific procedure is described in Figure 3 , first the fingerprint database is stored as the virtual map mechanism, when a user requests his location, the serve returns its estimated location calculated by the fuzzy map mechanism. Then we check whether the indoor environments changes by applying the integrity check algorithm into the location estimation, if so we update the virtual maps by the database update mechanism. Otherwise we further check the accuracy of location estimation by the accuracy check algorithm, then update the correct location estimation into the database according to the regional adaptive periodic update approach.
III. THE ROOM LOCALIZATION FINGERPRINT DATABASE UPDATE PROCESS FOR NETWORK CHANGES
As described above, network changes have the supreme and immediate effects on location estimation, they can result in serious location errors if not treated properly and promptly.
Considering it is too difficult to judge directly whether the network environments change, we transform the research strategy into enhancing robustness of database by the virtual map mechanism, and ensure that we can obtain accurate location information by the fuzzy map mechanism, then we check whether the network environments change by the integrity check algorithm, and update the APs changed information independently. In this section, the update process for network changes will be described in detail.
A. THE FUZZY MAP MECHANISM Generally, the room-level fingerprint database contains tuples of fingerprints-room relationships in the region of interests. The physical area of interest is sampled as a finite location space L = {ROOM 1 , ROOM 2 , . . . , ROOM n }, where n is the total number of rooms. Correspondingly, the signal space is F = {F R1 , F R2 , . . . , F Rn }, assuming there are x stationary occupancy hotspots in each room, F Rj = {F R1 , F R2 , . . . , F Rx } is the fingerprints of x hotspots corresponding to ROOM j , where F i = r i 1 , r i 2 , . . . , r i m and r i m is the average value of RSSIs received from mth AP at hotspots i. Then when the user requests his location, the phone sends a vector of RSSI to the server of the form S = (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s m' ), where s m is the value of RSSI received from m'th AP. Note that in practice the dimension of AP detected between users and database are usually inconsistent, and the RSSI from AP only existing in one set is normally just set to zero or a minimum. If m ≥ m , the Euclidean distance between them is defined as
Then the location of user Hotspotsi and its corresponding room is calculated as
In this subsection, to enhance the robustness of database and ensure the accuracy of the location estimation even though network environment changes, we introduce the fuzzy map mechanism in LANDMARC algorithm [19] instead of traditional fingerprints storage form.
Based on the irrelevant characteristics of radio frequency identification (RFID), the fuzzy map mechanism achieves the exact location of target tags by RFID readers and reference tags. Meanwhile considering the different characteristics between WLAN and RFID technology, the fuzzy map mechanism is improved as follows.
1) The primary aim is to establish the grid in the region of interests. In LANDMARC, the distribution of RPs is uniform, but it is difficult to achieve in complex indoor environment. Considering indoor environments are organized into rooms, we define each room as a virtual room and total n virtual rooms together form a virtual grid.
2) The next aim is to establish the virtual map for each AP.
Here we must settle three problems. First, in order to solve the problem of AP redundancy, the APs with the highest observed RSSIs are collected normally. Based on the simulation experiment results in [25] , which indicate that the location accuracy is improved by increasing the number of APs recorded in a RP, but the effect is not significantly improved when the number of APs recorded is more than 5. Hence to enhance the robustness, the RSSIs of 6 APs with the highest observed values are first recorded in database from each hotspot. Formally,
. . , r i 6 . Second, in order to solve the problem of AP coverage in large-scale deployment, as long as a AP is recorded once in a hotspot, the RSSIs of this AP from all the hotspots need be recorded. Meanwhile when some APs cannot be detected in a hotspot, the RSSI of them is set to −90 dBm, which is identified far lower than the threshold for most network interface cards sensitivity [23] , [26] . Formally, there are 6
x f hotspots, assuming the number of APs is k after eliminate duplicates from the result set, then F i = r i 1 , r i 2 , . . . , r i k . Third, different from LANDMARC algorithm, there are x hotspots in a room and accordingly there are x fingerprints in a virtual room. To solve this problem a virtual room can be subdivided into x grid cells, and then the virtual map for each AP is established. Here the coordinates of the virtual map cell is the room id of each hotspot in it, and the RSSI value of each virtual map cell is the RSSI value from this AP recorded in the hotspot. At last total k virtual maps are established.
3) Finally, in the online phase the processing flow of location estimation is improved. When the RSSI value of a location target is obtained, we will mark those regions as 1 if the difference of RSSI values between the virtual map cell and location target is smaller than a threshold δ, or that more than the threshold value is marked as 0. Those places marked as 1 form a fuzzy map (see in Figure 4 ), and the user location is usually the room whose hotspot is marked as 1. In general, the user location can be determined by 6 virtual maps. By introducing the fuzzy map method, when it encounters network changes the accuracy and robustness of location estimation is improved significantly. More specifically, when the user requests his location, the server selects the corresponding virtual maps in accordance with the RSSI vector S sent by user. It reduces the errors caused by the inconsistent fingerprints dimension between user sides and database. 1) When some APs are removed or closed for some reason, in the fuzzy map method the virtual map of these new APs do not participate in the location estimation and the accuracy of location do not influence. Moreover the virtual map of these APs can be saved in database for some time without affecting the location accuracy. 2) When f new APs are deployed, suppose there are some values of RSSI received from m APs in vector S, then (m-f) virtual maps are combined into a fuzzy map, all the new APs do not participate in the location estimation and the fuzzy map calculated can largely ensure the accuracy of location.
B. THE INTEGRITY CHECK ALGORITHM
In this subsection, we propose the integrity check algorithm to check whether the network environment changes without affecting the accuracy and real-time quality of location services. As described above, the fuzzy map mechanism can largely ensure the accuracy of location no matter how the network changes, hence the network environment changes can be checked by comparing the RSSI vector received and the fingerprint of hotspot calculated. And the specific method is as follows. When the serve receives a location request and returns the room id calculated by the fuzzy map mechanism, the next step is to check whether the network environment changes by comparing the RSSI vector received and the fingerprint of hotspot calculated.
Formally, given the RSSI vector received S and the fingerprint of hotspot calculated F i , where S = (s 1 , s 2 Then we can decide whether the database update mechanism need to be executed.
C. THE DATABASE UPDATE PROCESS
In this subsection, we focus on how to update the database effectively when some APs are removed or deployed.
1) In general, there are two possibilities when an AP can not be detected by users: it is removed or only closed for a while for some reason, such as its owner is away during that period. In either case, the fuzzy map method can deal with it easily, we only need to set the virtual map state of this AP to non-active. Moreover the virtual map of this AP can be saved in database for some time without affecting the location accuracy. 2) When some new APs are deployed, the serve first checks whether these APs are saved in database and set to non-active state. If so, the serve further checks whether the RSSI values of new APs in S are consistent with those saved in database, specifically we first target the hotspot with the new fingerprints irrespective of new APs deployed, then compare the RSSI values of new APs between recorded in database and received from end-users. For simplicity, we define new APs are consistent with those saved in database when the RSSI values are similar at over 30% hotspots. If all these conditions above are met, the virtual maps states of those APs are reset to active, otherwise proceed to next step. 3) When some new APs are deployed and can not be find in those saved in database, the serve will activate the active static data collecting program in end-users' side, this program is designed to construct the virtual maps of new APs and the specific method is as follows. First, the serve sends the fingerprints of each hotspot recorded in database to end-users.
Second, as described above the average value of RSSIs continuously measured at a fixed location is more accurate than those measured instantly, in users' side they collect the RSSI fingerprints measured when the users are stationary. In our design, we detect devices' mobility by the method in [15] . VOLUME 7, 2019 Third, in users' sides they compare the similarity between the average values of RSSI fingerprints measured during stationary period by themselves with the fingerprints received from the server, irrespective of new APs deployed, and the fingerprints with high similarity are uploaded to the serve. Fourth, in serve side when the new fingerprints received at some specified hotspots are accumulated in sufficient number, the average RSSI values of new APs received are defined as the fingerprints of new APs' virtual maps at these hotspots. Once the fingerprint of a hotspot is determined, the serve informs all the users' sides not to collect similar fingerprints.
Finally, when all the virtual maps of new APs deployed are collected completely the serve will close the active static data collecting program.
In conclusion, compared with most existing solutions, the database update process for network changes proposed in this paper has the following advantages.
1) It improves the performance of the room localization fingerprint database in real time and robustness, the location accuracy is not affected by changes to network environment. 2) It achieves the goal for checking network changes accurately in real time, and the method is automatically. 3) It simplifies the database update process and enhances its applicability, which only updates the virtual maps of APs changed and solves the problem of computing the location information for new fingerprints measured. 4) It encourages users to only record fingerprints when it meets the requirements, which reduces the overhead of updating work in mobile terminals.
IV. THE ROOM LOCALIZATION FINGERPRINT DATABASE UPDATE PROCESS FOR ENVIRONMENT CHANGES
In this section, we focus on how to solve the problem caused by environmental changes and update the database effectively. First, two new definitions are introduced: zone and virtual room. And we define the zone is a virtual containers that consist of the RSSI fingerprints of hotspots in the same or adjacent regions, and the virtual room is a container of fingerprints in the same room. Then from the room-level fingerprint database, we can get the following useful information. 1) All the virtual rooms, which are the fingerprints of each room, are known. 2) All the hotspots in each virtual room are known.
As described above, the effect of environment changes on location accuracy is a long and slow process, and has a certain periodicity. However, traditional methods simply update the fingerprint database periodically, which is costprohibitive and time-consuming, and the update frequency is difficult to be identified. Meanwhile most existing update approaches based on crowd-sourcing technique try to update parts of the fingerprint database by uses' feedback. In general, the serve returns estimated hotspot information and corresponding room id each time a location request is received, and uses' feedback is the judgment on estimated room id from end-users. Once a sufficient number of positive feedback about a hotspot is received, the new fingerprint of this hotspot is determined. However, two new challenges have been raised: 1) In most of the existing approaches, users verify their location estimation by the explicit participation of users or complex sensor measurements, which will cause problems such as accumulative error, malicious interference, complex compute and so on. How to verify the location accuracy of new fingerprints accurately and automatically is challenging.
2) The nonuniform distribution in time and space of new fingerprints captured by end-users is another important problem need to be solved. Otherwise, it will cause problems such as too fast or slow update frequency in parts of database, which increase workloads and reduce location accuracy.
A. THE ACCURACY CHECK ALGORITHM
In this subsection, we propose an accuracy check algorithm to accurately verify the accuracy of location estimation without the explicit participation of users or complex computes, and the main work is as follows. First, the key work about verify the location accuracy of new fingerprints is find the actual location of new RSSI vector received S.However, the prerequisite to achieve this goal is to know the new fingerprints of each room, considering the number of room in the location region usually is high, the work can become fairly tedious. Meanwhile as described above when the environment changes the location accuracy deteriorates gradually and slightly, that is the location estimation returned by the serve is around the actual location. Therefore we find these new fingerprints in the same or adjacent regions instead of all the rooms. Notice that, with the continuous development of wireless telecommunication technologies, WLAN is now deployed in many buildings and has become a necessary infrastructure in people's daily life. On this basis we can safely assume that there existing the behavior to access some WLANs in all the stationary hotspots and leverage the hotspots used the same WLAN into an adjacent region, and the specific method is as follows.
1) When the construction of traditional fingerprint database is complete, once a end-user device is connected to some WLAN, the tag added program will be enabled and then checks users' motion status during using WLAN, if the user remains stationary for a certain time period longer than ε 1 , during this period the RSSI fingerprints F i annotated with the media access control (MAC) address of WLAN connected w will be recorded and delivered to the server. 2) Considering at least in the initial period the fingerprint database is accurate, F i and the WLAN tag w are assigned to the corresponding hotspot with the high similarity.
3) When all the hotspots are assigned to some WLAN tags, the tag added program will be closed and the hotspots with the same WLAN tags are defined a zone. Second, we design an active pin data collecting mechanism to find all the fingerprints of hotspots in the same virtual room. Here we define M as the motion status value, and once a user is determined to be stationary, the value of M is 1. If a user is moving, M is 0. Besides, we define the T (M ) function that returns the duration of received motion status value M. The specific method is as follows.
1) When the server receives a new locate request fingerprint F i and needs to find other fingerprints of hotspots in the same virtual room, it sends the fingerprint F i to end-users' side. 2) In users' side, it monitors devices' mobility by the method in [15] . Once the motion status value received M is 1 and T (M = 1) ≥ ε 1 , the average value of RSSI fingerprints measured during these times is recorded and compared the similarity with F i . When the fingerprints of a stationary point is similar to F i , we define it as starting point. 3) If M is still 1 and T (M = 1) ≥ ε 2 , we set the collecting mechanism to the sleep state, in this state, the detection of the RSSI is paused until the received motion status value M changes to 0. 4) When the received motion status value M changes to 0 and ε 4 > T (M = 0) > ε 3 , the RSSI fingerprints measured during these times is recorded. 5) When the received motion status value M changes to 1 again and T (M = 1) ≥ ε 1 , the average value of RSSI fingerprints measured during these times is recorded. 6) Notice that, in step 3 and 4 if the preconditions are not satisfied, the collecting mechanism is set to the stop state that stops detecting and instantly clears the local cache in the client. Accordingly, the data recorded involves two processes: a series of RSSI vectors and the average value of RSSI samples measured at static state. Here we define such data as pin data since they consist of a bucket of spot data and a short tail of trajectory data. 7) Then all the average values of RSSI samples are divided into some clusters by the similarity-based cluster algorithm. The next aim is to identify the relative location relationship between these clusters and the starting point, and the standard of judgment is whether there is at least one path without RSSI considerable changing can be found. Due to the inaccurate of the RSSI fingerprints recorded during moving, we adopt the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient instead of the absolute RSSI values. More specifically, the APs in each sample during moving are checked and listed in ascending order by the value of the RSSI detected. Then, we identify hotspots A and B in the same virtual room when find a RSSI sequence of path satisfies the following conditions:
1. The number of common APs in each sample during this path exceed a threshold ε 5 , and 2. The absolute value of ρ s exceeds a threshold ε 6 . The Spearman's rank correlation can be calculated as follows:
We assume that the AP sets in common are
where w is the number of APs in common and s u ∩ and s v ∩ are the RSSI value of th common AP detected at position u and v (respectively). The sequence in position u(s u ∩1 , s u ∩2 , . . . , s u ∩w ) is listed in ascending order and the hierarchical rank is described as (r u 1 , r u 2 , . . . , r u w ). Then,
Third, we check the location accuracy of new fingerprint in four steps.
1) When the server receives a new locate request fingerprint F i , it first checks whether the MAC address of whose AP sent this message is consistent with the zone which the location estimation calculated belongs to.
If not, the location estimation is unacceptable. Otherwise proceed to next step. 2) Then the number of hotspots in the same room returned by the server and in the same virtual room calculated by the active pin data collecting mechanism are further compared whether are consistent. If not, the location estimation is unacceptable, otherwise proceed to next step. 3) If the number of hotspots in the virtual room is unique in the zone, the location estimation is believed to be accurate. Otherwise proceed to next step. 4) In this step we first try to determine all the virtual rooms in the zone at this moment. Specifically, when endusers upload a hotspot in the zone and it don't exist in the virtual room identified, the server set it as a starting point and perform the active pin data collecting mechanism to determine the virtual room which it belongs. Then the location accuracy of new fingerprint can be identified based on that the logical relationship of RSSI in the same room will never change even the environment changes. Compared with most existing solutions, the accuracy check algorithm proposed determines the location accuracy of new fingerprint without the explicit participation of end-users or complex computes.
B. THE REGIONAL ADAPTIVE PERIODIC UPDATE APPROACH
When the location accuracy of new fingerprints obtained is determined, the next task is to update the fingerprint database using these new fingerprints. In this subsection, we propose a regional adaptive periodic update approach to update the fingerprint database timely and effectively. The basic idea VOLUME 7, 2019 is to figure out the update frequency of each room and use one correct location estimation to update database in one period wherever possible, and specific studies are as follows 1) We allocate a initialized clock for each hotspot, and it is started when the regional adaptive periodic update procedure is activated. 2) We define the minimum update time for Hotspot j as T j L and the maximum as T j U , and initialize the T L of all hotspots to T. That is even if the database is not be updated until clock hands pointing to T, it still maintains the accuracy of the location estimation.
3) Then we need to collect the fingerprints of all hotspots at time T. Specifically, end-users are asked to collect the RSSI fingerprints measured when they are stationary, and all the fingerprints collected are clustered based on the dissimilarity. Considering the location estimation is still correct, the clusters calculated are the new fingerprints of hotspots with high similarity. 4) We initialize the T U of all hotspots to 2T and check whether there exist location records in each hotspot when its clock from T to 2T. If so we will further verify the accuracy of the latest location estimation at time t 0 by the accuracy check algorithm proposed, and at the moment t 0 there are two possibilities: If the latest location estimation in Hotspot j is correct, the fingerprint sent by user for locate request will be defined the new fingerprint of hotspot j and updated to database, meanwhile the T 6) So far, the update frequency of each hotspots is determined. Using Hotspot j as an example, and its update frequency is T j , then we check whether there exist location records when its clock from 0 to T j , if so the RSSI vector of latest locate request is defined the new fingerprint of Hotspot j and updated to database, and the clock of it will be initialized. Otherwise when its clock hands pointing to T j , we repeat the step 3 and update new fingerprints calculated to database. In conclusion, compared with most existing solutions, the approach proposed has the following advantages.
1) The update frequency in each hotspot is determined and the fingerprint of each hotspot is updated within the update cycle. Hence the performance of the database in accuracy and real time is improved effectively.
2) The accuracy of location estimation is accurately verified without the explicit participation of users or complex computes.
3) The fingerprint of each hotspot is updated respectively with the aid of correct location estimation, moreover it is only updated once in a update cycle. Hence the overhead of updating the fingerprint database is reduced significantly. 4) The new fingerprints are obtained by correct location estimation or determination based on similarity, it effectively solves the problem that it is difficult to determine the location information of fingerprints collected by end-users. 5) The whole update process is run automatically, and without the explicit participation of users or complex computes. 
V. EVALUATIONS A. EXPERIMENT SETUP
This section presents a case study to evaluate the quality of the proposed approach. We evaluate the performance of the approach by applying it to a typical environment with 802.11b WLAN infrastructure. Test bed 1 (TB1) is an office building built in 1994 that is primarily comprised of reinforced concrete walls, floors and ceilings with wooden doors throughout (see in Figure 5a ). In contrast, the second test bed (TB2) chosen is a recently constructed shopping mall that consists of metal-studded dry wall, wooden doors, metal tiled floor with polypropylene carpet tiles and a metal ceiling with suspended mineral fiber tiles, and further details are given in Table 2 (see in Figure 5b ). Then we have successfully recruited 20 participants every day for 1 month and implemented our prototype on their own mobile phones, including Android and Apple iOS devices. The motion detection algorithm are implemented on the mobile phones. The update processing method is implemented on the server side. In addition, the fingerprint database is built using MySQL. A web server receives RSSI fingerprints from mobile phones, and delivers room localization services. Here, each volunteer simply work and live routinely as they commonly do. Then we examine the approach in three steps. First, we determine the parameters introduced in this paper. Second, we demonstrate the effect on location accuracy of the network changes. Finally, we show the effect on location accuracy of environmental changes.
B. PARAMETER SETTINGS
Several parameters in this paper need to be determined: 1) the fuzzy map threshold δ, 2) the parameters in the active pin data collecting mechanism ε 1 , ε 2 , ε 3 and ε 4 , and 3) the virtual room generation algorithm parameters ε 5 and ε 6 .
To improve the location accuracy, an appropriate threshold δ need be employed. In our test (see in Figure 6 ), the location accuracy can achieve ideal global optimum result when we set δ from 8 to 10 dBm. On the one hand the average location accuracy continues to decrease if we reduce the threshold, for parts of the effective nearest hotspots are missed. On the other hand, the average location error continues to increase with the threshold increasing, for we can not effectively remove redundant location information. Here we set δ to 10 in terms of the robustness of database.
During the active pin data collecting mechanism, four parameters are defined to ensure the fingerprints recorded are accurate and the overhead (e.g., energy consumption) imposed on mobile phones is limited. The purpose and reference range of the four parameters are shown in Table 3 below, the setting of parameters ε 1 and ε 2 focuses on the characteristics of RSSI in indoor environments described in Fig. 1a , and ε 3 and ε 4 ensure the path information between hotspots is recorded accurately. The range of values allowed for four parameters is based on the large quantities of empirical research, and these values may change in different buildings.
In the virtual room decision algorithm, Figure 7 has shown that there is no significant difference among clustering results when we set ε 5 to 5; Spearman correlation coefficient is a non-parametric indicator commonly used to measure the dependence of two variables, similarly when the value of two fingerprints sorted exceeds 0.7 the recognition result is good and the improvement is limited as the value increases (see in Figure 8 ). Here we set ε 6 conservatively to 0.7.
C. EFFECT OF NETWORK CHANGES ON ACCURACY
In this subsection, we check whether the fuzzy map approach proposed can achieve accurate location estimation when network changes. First we deploy three new APs in TB1 that are not recorded before, and 40 rounds 800 samples in total are randomly taken in 20 hotspots distributed in 10 rooms. Meanwhile the feedback is provided whenever the system returns a location that does not match the true location of the user. Then we show the changes in terms of accuracy when using the approach proposed and compare it with the typical approach using user feedback [9] and another passive updating techniques ACMU in [6] .
As illustrated in Figure 9 , when using the fuzzy map approach proposed in this paper, the average location accuracy stabilizes at around 98% even a small number of sampling are captured. In contrast, when using the ACMU in [6] , after 15 rounds of sampling the location accuracy increased from about 36% to 95%. When using the approach proposed in [9] , after 20 rounds of collecting user feedback the location accuracy increased from 31% to 92%.
Second, we switch off three APs deployed in TB2 and repeat the tests mentioned above. From the result in Figure 10 we can observe some similar situations, such as the average location accuracy stabilizes at around 96% throughout the whole process when using the fuzzy map approach proposed, but the location accuracy is poor for a small number of sampling when using the feedback algorithm in [9] and ACMU in [6] . Note that in these cases the users are knowledgeable and helpful and always suggest positive feedback, meanwhile the walking trajectory is optimized. But even so, the improved fuzzy map approach proposed in this paper can achieve the better performance in real time.
Third, we test the robustness of approach by gradually increasing the new APs in TB1 and decreasing the existing APs in TB2, another little instruction is 7 APs already exists in TB1 and 39 APs in TB2 respectively. As illustrated in Figure 11 , when the number of APs changed is less than half the number of virtual maps recorded in database, the location accuracy is maintained around 96% in TB1 and 93% in TB2. That is when the APs changed is less than half of the number of virtual maps recorded in database, the improved fuzzy map approach proposed in this paper can still achieve encouraging location performance and have stronger robustness.
D. EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES ON ACCURACY
In this subsection, we further explore the approach proposed whether can achieve accurate location estimation in long-term deployment.
First, we examine whether the integrity check algorithm (ICA) and accuracy check algorithm (ACA) can monitor all the changes in indoor environments accurately in real time. For that test 40 hotspots are randomly selected in TB1 and TB2 respectively, then we switch off three APs deployed in TB1 and TB2 respectively and upload the RSSI fingerprints detected in all hotspots, the results in Figure 12 show that the correctly recognized the network changes is 98% in TB1 and 72% in TB2, the result is not ideal in TB2 is for that the APs changed are not covered parts hotspots selected, and we can get a satisfied result when the RSSI values of APs changed at the hotspot are valid values. Considering the effect of APs changed on location accuracy is limited when the RSSI values of these APs are not valid values, the recognizing results can be acceptable. Meanwhile in all the 80 hotspots, we upload the fingerprints of themselves and adjacent hotspots, then check whether the accuracy check algorithm can make the right judgment. The results in Figure 12 show that the accuracy of judgment is 99% in TB1 and 97% in in TB2, and the similarity of RSSI fingerprints between adjacent hotspots is the one of major reason that causes judgment wrongly. Specifically, 18% RSSI fingerprints are identified after the first step testing, 39% RSSI fingerprints are identified by the second step testing, 15% RSSI fingerprints are identified by the third step testing, and only 28% RSSI fingerprints need to be identified by the third fourth testing. In conclusion, the performance of integrity check algorithm and accuracy check algorithm are quite satisfying.
Second, 10 hotspots are randomly selected in TB1 and 30 in TB2 respectively, and users collect fingerprints for each hotspots every three days and locate users based on fingerprints collected. During remaining time of the 1 month, the approach proposed is continuously running, and network changes are allowed too. Figure 13 shows the average location accuracy stabilizes at around 97% in TB1 and 95% in TB2, even the localization service has run for a long term. That is the approach proposed can achieve remarkable accuracy improvement, regardless of the running time. Meanwhile we further inspect the location accuracy after long-term deployment and compare it with the typical approach using feedback algorithm in [9] and passive updating techniques ACMU in [6] . Note that in this cases the users are knowledgeable and always suggest positive feedback, meanwhile the walking trajectory is optimized.
Finally we further examine the average frequency of data collecting in a mobile phone. In general, the process of updating data once has focused on three main parts: data acquisition, transmission and algorithm compute, and one of the most primary factors is data acquisition, which directly affects energy efficiency imposed on the mobile phones. As illustrated in Figure 14 , compared with ACMU in [6] , the average frequency in this paper can be reduced by 52.3%.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Focus on the room localization, in this paper we present an automatic, robust and effective database updating approach based on crowd-sourcing technique. In practice, based on the observation that different kinds of changes have different effects on location estimation, the changes in indoor environments can be categorized two kinds. Then we propose the fuzzy map mechanism to locate the target exactly when the APs changed are less than half the number of virtual maps recorded in database, and the integrity check algorithm to monitor all the changes in indoor environments accurately in real time, meanwhile the active static data collecting mechanism is designed to collect new fingerprints efficiently. On the other hand, we propose the regional adaptive periodic update approach in response to environmental changes reasonably, and the accuracy check algorithm to check the accuracy of location estimation returned accurately, besides the active pin data collecting mechanism is designed to collect new fingerprints of hotspots accurately and efficiently. Compared with most methods in this field, the approach obtains a good balance between update frequency and location accuracy in the large-scale and long-term deployment, and by applying it into some typical business scenarios, we see encouraging results.
In this paper we focus on the room localization, where locating the user in a subarea instead of a specific place. How to construct the grid map of RSSI in the precise fingerprint database has not been sufficiently studied. Therefore, how to apply our approach into much applications is another direction for future work.
